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BREAKFAST a blend of Assam and Nilgiri teas 
– a classic tea for all day drinking
EARL GREY with fragrant bergamot
DECAF all the flavour of our Breakfast Tea with 
none of the caffeine
ROOIBOS naturally caffeine-free South African 
Redbush tea with aromatic vanilla
BLUEBERRY with hibiscus, rosehips & 
echinacea – very fruity! 

CHAMOMILE naturally sweetened with 
liquorice
JASMINE GREEN Chunmee green tea with 
jasmine
LEMON GREEN Sencha green tea with lemon
PEPPERMINT 100% Egyptian peppermint – 
crisp, fresh and clean

A cup of English tea is the perfect drink on a crisp autumnal day.  
Kick back and relax with a cup of organic Cosy tea and a good book. 

For us, a cup of tea is more than just a 
beverage but then we are a British company.
It provides moments in which you can relax 
and unwind, and is an essential part of the 
day.  That’s why creating the perfect blend 
is so important to us.  Cosy is our delightful 
range of organic teas in award-winning knit 
effect packaging.  All organic certified and 
vegan approved, the black teas are also 
Fairtrade.  Cosy Teas come in boxes of 20 
individually enveloped tea bags with tags. 
Perfect for those chillier afternoons when only 
a hot cuppa will do. 

At Cosy every detail has been carefully 
considered, from the best flavour combinations 
and organic ingredients, right down to the 

packaging.  Inspired by the renaissance in 
knitting, we worked with local knitters to 
create personalised exclusive patterns for all 
our boxes, giving you the full Cosy experience.

Our collection of organic tea features a variety 
of flavours including vibrant fruity infusions, 
delicious classics and matcha.  We know what 
matters most to tea drinkers and have created 
a range that’s loved by all.  So, pop the kettle 
on, unwrap our teas, brew, and relax.

Make sure your customers know about all the 
nine teas with a display rack.  The packaging 
is so gorgeous it'd be a shame to hide it away 
at the back of the counter.
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